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WARNING: Use only with supervision of an adult 
or caregiver properly trained in using the swing.   

How to use the Two-Bench
WhisperGLIDE Swing

Prior to Using the Swing: 
Read and Follow these Instructions 

WARNING:  ¥ Use only under adult or caregiver supervision that have been properly trained on swing use.¥ DO NOT enter or exit the swing while the swing is in motion.¥ To reduce risk of injury, ALWAYS stay seated,sitting upright, with hands, head and feet inside seating area.¥ DO NOT lean sideways past the vertical hangers or arm rests.¥ DO NOT allow children to stand on the swing seats.¥ WEIGHT LIMITS: Total weight of all swing occupants is not to exceed 900 pounds. Limit total weight per side to 450 pounds. ¥ To Prevent Mis-Use: If needed, Padlock the swing when adult supervision is not available. ¥ As with all mechanical equipment, there arepotential hazards which could result in injury to persons, and/or structural damage to the equipment, if the swing is improperly used, or improperly supervised.  
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Experience the Feeling! 

AMERICAÕS FINEST THERAPEUTIC SWINGS    
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For Additional Information 
Check us out on our Website, or call us!

1-800-944-7737

The WhisperGLIDE Swing is designed for gentleback-and-forth swinging motion.  It is NOT intended for rigorous aerobic or cardiovascular exercise.The WhisperGLIDE Swing is designed with user-safety in mind. 
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1. Secure BOTH swing 
lock-ups, located on each side of the swing, into the ground receptacles to stabilize the swing prior to entering or exiting the swing. (see red Arrows.) 

2. Release both swing lock-ups. Swing gently. 
3. To create Swing movement, use hands on the table push-pull bar, or use feet on the platform.  
4. Before Exiting, secure bothswing lock-ups. 

             


